Q.1. Draw or paste the picture of INDIA GATE and write 5 sentences on it.

Q.2. Write the name of any 5 famous personalities of India and write two sentences on them.

NOTE- Do all work in G.K copy.
Submit your work in a class work copy.
Present your work neatly and creatively as possible
The work should be hand written


Q.2 Draw the pictures of two medicinal plants and write their uses in your notebook.
“The ground work of all happiness is good health”- Leigh Hunt

1. Paste pictures of 10 former and present Presidents of India in your notebook.
2. Paste the picture of 10 famous tourist spots in India in your notebook.
3. Write the name of State and their Capital of India in your notebook.

Wish you happy summer holiday!!!!
1. Read newspaper daily & paste best 20 news of month May and June in G.K copy.

2. Collect 50 MCQ questions with answers for G.K quiz from field of history, geography, science, current affairs, English, Hindi, maths & technology
Instruction:
Holiday home work should be done in G.K copy.

1. List the different historic gates present in India like – India gate, Buland darwaja etc. and mention the following points about them:-
   > Year of creation
   > Ruler or government under which it was made
   > Purpose / historic importance of it

1. Read the newspaper daily and paste at least 10 news of each, related to nation, world, sports and science.
1. Write your views on ‘Make In India’ Project and how it will help the Nation?

India has recently launched its own navigation satellite IRNSS – 1G. Write an article on the same.